
 2 items of furniture – shelves 
and a coffee table

 An extra rectangle 
substitute shape (per child)

 Substitute Shapes from 
VS15 left over from the last 
session (per child)

 The doll’s room (on a wall 
or board), doll’s room 
plan(s), furniture and 
substitute shapes from 
VS16

 Blu-Tack or similar

 The same doll as in VS16 to 
be Mirabelle

10–15 minutes

MIRABELLE’S NEW FURNITURE

Remind your child that they have already met Mirabelle and that they know all about her new house. Then tell 
them: Mirabelle has many friends, and when they discovered that she had moved into a new house, they 
decided to buy her a house-warming present. Explain that grown-ups often buy presents for friends who have 
moved to a new house. Then say: They thought about what she needed and they decided to buy her some more 
furniture. They bought her some shelves and a small coffee table. (Show the pictures of these.)

Add the substitute shape provided with this session to the others from VS15. Ask your child which of all the  
substitute shapes would be best for showing the shelves on their plan and agree on the rectangle (the one 
provided with this session). Discuss how a rectangle is being used to represent the bed and so ask how they 
could distinguish between one and the other. Agree that the rectangle for the shelves is shorter and wider than 
the one for the bed, as the shelves are shorter than the length of the bed. 

Then ask them which of their substitute shapes would be best for showing the coffee table on their plan and 
agree that one of the small squares is the best shape to use. 

Bring out Mirabelle and pretend to speak to her. Tell your child: Mirabelle says that she has so much furniture 
now, she just doesn’t know where to put it all. She can see that you have the plan of her doll’s room and wants
to know if you can help her. Could you make a furniture plan and then explain it to her? 

If you have more than one child doing this session, add: Mirabelle says that you can both/all make suggestions 
about how she should arrange her furniture, and then she can decide which layout she likes best.
Ask your child to make a plan of where to put the furniture using their substitute shapes and room plan so that 
they can help Mirabelle. Warn your child that they will have to explain their plan very clearly, or Mirabelle won’t 
know where to put the furniture. As your child completes their plan, take Mirabelle to have a look at it.  

Have your child describe their plan to Mirabelle, one furniture item at a time, and as they do it, stick the items of 
furniture into place with Blu-Tack in the doll’s room on Mirabelle’s behalf. Prompt your child to clarify their 
descriptions if necessary, for example: Are you sure you want Mirabelle to put the table next to the window? 
That’s not where you put it on your plan. Can you see where you did put it?

Have Mirabelle thank your child for their suggestions. If you have more than one child doing the session, have 
each child describe their plan to Mirabelle in turn, and finally, have Mirabelle choose her favourite layout. 

Your child can give a clear verbal explanation for the position of each item of furniture on their 
plan.

To develop spatial awareness and use positional vocabulary correctly in context
To develop the ability to make a plan of a room
To develop the ability to represent real objects with symbols 
To understand and interpret symbols when seen
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Cut out each item of furniture separately, with little white showing. Cut out the rectangle substitute shape.
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